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Abstract

In this paper a travel ling-wave type rf gun (TW gun) is investigated theoretically.
Analytical formulae concerning energy gain, energy spread, and transverse emittance are
derived. After showing the corresponding formulae for the standing-wave rf gun (SW gun),
comparisons are made between the two types of rf gun. Finally, some numerical results
are calculated to demonstrate further the behaviours of the TW gun, and to compare with
those from analytical formulae.



1. Introduction

As a potential high brightness electron injector for FEL and future e+e~ linear col-
liders, rf gun have been extensively investigated theoretically and experimentally both for
thermionic cathode'1'2I and photocathodel3'. Because of historical and in part of technical
reasons, almost all the experimental and theoretical works are confined within standing-
wave if guns. However, as pointed out by J. Le DufP4', TW gun might be very interesting
also to if gun technology. In this paper TW gun will be theoretically investigated and
compared with SW gun in a way different from that in ref. (5).

In section 2, we assume that the travelling wave only has fundamental space harmonic
and that it propagates with the speed of light. Including both the rf and the space charge
fields effects, the longitudinal and transverse motions are investigated. In section 3, the
SW gun is studied following the method in ref. (6). In this section an initial phase shift
/)</>., is introduced as in the case of the TW gun to improve the accuracy of the theory. In
section 4, comparisons are made between the TW gun and the SW gun. Some numerical
results are compared with that from TW gun theory. In section 5, practical design of the
TW gun structures are discussed, and finally, further works on the TW gun are proposed.

Before going on to the next section, it is assumed that the radius of the cathode is
small, and the nonlinear force effects both from the space charge and the rf fields are
neglected.

2. TW gun Theory

Quite different from a SW gun which is similar to a conventional DC gun except
mainly that the accelerating electric field varies with time, a TW gun is a little bit difficult
to imagine at the first sight since there are almost no evident relations between a TW
gun and a conventional DC gun. However, if one shifts his view point from DC gun to
a travelling-wave linear accelerator, the confidence about a TW gun could be established
without much difficulty. Now let us start with the "capture condition" of a linac^7' which
says :
if

Ex = Eosin(<f>) (A)

then
, , > , . . 2zm.0c

2 1- /3t0 1/2
cos(0o) - ™s{<t>f) = — ( ) ' (B)

Aj CHI0 i + pz0

where <f>o is the phase when an electron is injected, <j>j is the asymptotic phase when the
electron's velocity reaches almost light velocity c, Xg is the wavelength in the accelerating
structure, E0 is the peak accelerating electric field strength, /3:o corresponds to the initial
injectron electron's velocity, and TiI0C

2 is the electron's rest energy. If we assume that a
cathode is just put at the end plate of the coupler cavity of a linac with /3l0 = 0, and require
that <f>f = 7r/2, one can determine the necessary electric field strength .Eo with respect to
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= */4, from eq. (C) one gets

the injection phase ^o
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For example, if A9 = 10cm, /?2o =
E 0 = A5MV/M. It is obvious t ha t E 0 = A5MV/M is a practically possible value. It
is now very easy to imagine tha t when a short laser pulse i l luminates a pho toca thode at
an initial rf phase (j>o < 7f/4 with EQ — 4 5 M V / M , the electron bunch will be accelerated
continuously with its final asymptot ic phase frozen at (f>/ < TT/2. In the following section
we will investigate in much more detail on the beam longitudinal and transverse motions.

2.1. rf field effects
2.1.1. Longitudinal mot ion

The longitudinal electric field inside a cylindrical symmetr ic T W s t ruc ture is expressed
as follows :

Ez{r,z,t) = Ez{r,z)sin(ut - /J0 z + <f>0) (1)

where w = 27r/, /J0 is the fundamental wave number of this slow wave TW structure and
4>0 is the emission phase of the center of the electron bunch. Since only linear term is kept,
the electric field near the axis can be expressed as :

Et(r,z,t) = Et(0,z)sin(ut - (3oz + <j>0) (2)

In the following analytical treatment, Ez(0,z) has been chosen as a constant. FVom
eq. (2) we have

where

I ^ ( 4 )= k I
Jo 1 ~

Jc = 2n/X and A is the electromagnetic wavelength in free space. /?o has been chosen equal
to k (that is to say the phase velocity of this travelling wave equals to the speed of light).
7 is the ratio between electron's relativistic energy and the rest energy moc2. As the first
order approximation of -7, eq. (3) can be integrated as follows :

T = \ + asin(<f>o + S<j>)kz (5)

a =
rr?o c* K

3

(6)



where .E; (O, O) is the peak electric field on the cathode surface. F is an approximate
(1X])IOSSiOn of 7. In eq. (5) a very important, parameter 6(f> is introduced. The physical
reason of there existing this parameter is due to the electron's low initial longitudinal
velocity and the rapid increasing of <f> in the cathode region. It should be pointed out that
for the theory of SW gun, this parameter should be introduced also as shown later. By
using eq. (5), eq. (4) can be integrated as follows :

asin((pa •

If F 3> 1 then 4> will be frozen at its asymptotic value

1
<j>f = T~~n 7T\ + ^o (8)

QSm[C)Q -f- o(p)

where 6(j> can be calculated from an empirical formula which is given as follows :

6(j){drgrrc) = 19E1(O7O)-09 (9)

where E :(0,0) is in MV/cm. It is obvious that 6(j) w 0 corresponds to E1(O1O) approaching
infinity. From eq. (8) one can calculate the final energy gain of a TW gun

T1 = l+asin((j>f)kL (10)

where L is the length of the TW gun structure. For an electron bunch emitted from a
cathode with the emission phase of the bunch center being <̂ o, and the bunch length being

•0, the energy spread of this electron bunch can be calculated readily from eq. (10)

A l f = CtKLc
asin( ç>o

If 4>f = 90°

AF/ = -akL(l -

where fâ corresponds to 4>f = 90°. From eq. (8) the asymptotic bunch length can be
calculated

. , A , cos{4>o + 6(f>)
A</>o - A<£/ = ——-——TJXï&Qo (13)

where A^0, A(^/ are the initial and asymptotic bunch lengths respectively. It is obvious
that when 0- < (f>o + S</> < w/2 there is bunching effect, when n/2 < (po + &<}> < K there is
debunching effect, and when <̂o + 6(j> = n/2 there will be neither bunching nor debunching
effects. If this travelling-wave structure is very long, the longitudinal stability problem has
to be considered.



2.1.2. Transverse motion

From V E = O and E^ = 0

ET{r, zj) = -'-(—l^jinM - #,* + to) - P0Ex(O, z)cos(ut - P0Z + to)) (15)

From V x H = C0-T[J-, only Hv exists, therefore

r or Ot

From eq. (16) we get

H^ = ~rEz{0, z)cos(ut - P0Z + <£„) (17)

From

Fr = qEr - CfI0V2H1, (18)

We know from eq. (15), eq. (17), and eq. (18) that

Fr = -~(—^«n(wl - P0Z + <f>0) + (/*oeou;t;2 - P0)E*z(0,z)cos(ut - poz + ^0))

^ f ^ O, z)cos(Lot - poz + ̂ 0)) (19)

where /?- = vz/c. From eq. (19) one can get the transverse momentum gain due to rf fields

Prf -PrO= I ' Frdt (20)
Jt0

P
= Pzir' (21)

where r' = ~£, pr is normalized transverse momentum. If we assume that at the cathode
surface Pr0 = 0, during the acceleration r keeps constant value, and at the exit of the TW
gun 7 3> 1, Pz ^ 1 and £2(0, z) from constant value E1(O5O) in any manner drops to 0, by
using eqs (10) and (19) we get

Ol fn I
(i(4) + -cot(ci>f)) (22)

a



Since electrons emitted from cathode nrond emission phase (j>o have an initial phase
spread A</>o, at the exit of the TW gun there is also a transverse momentum spread Ap r /
which can be derived from eq. (22)

d(f>o 2
(23)

Ap1/ is the source of the electron hunch's transverse emittance produced by the linear rf
fields. From eq. (22) one can derive the analytical formula for the transverse rms emittance

er(7TTn • rod) = 4(< p\ X r2 > - < prr > 2 ) I / 2 (24)

where r denotes .r or y components. Since this analytical formula is complicated, it is
omitted here. On the contrary, we use the definition that the transverse emittance er is
the area occupied by the electrons in the phase space divided by n, we have

(25)

(20

where 7-r is the cathode radius.

2.2 Space-charge effect on the transverse motion

To simplify the treatment of the space-charge effect, we first consider that the electrons
emit from a cathode continuously and are uniformly distributed in the transverse direction
(the case of Gaussian distribution will be discussed later). In this long pulse cylinder beam
model the transverse space-charge force is linear, and the longitudinal electric field is zero.
By using a parameter so-called Alfvén current : IA = infomoc3/q = 17000A, where q is
the electron charge, transverse space-charge force can be writen as follows :

qr m.0c

2

2 4 ( 1 -
r*p V

r.r = I ' FrKCAt
Jt0

(28)



whore rc is the cathode radius, / is the beam current. From cqs (27) and (28), and assuming
7 already becomes large, we can get

<v kr 1
Prar = „ 1I • , , \ (29)

2 sin((f>f)

( 3 0 )

2?r

T-Jl IQ

ÛÈJL ~ M _

where. /0 is the electron beam current emitted from the cathode. We now combine eq. (22)
and eq. (29) to get the total transverse momentum gain pr due to both the rf and the
space-charge forces

Pr = ^ - ( « n ( 0 / ) + -cot(4>s) + V . ) (33)

From eq. (33) we know the momentum dispersion

/ , , s 1 cosi4>!) ,,. cos(<f>0 + 6<j>) .
(cos(4>f) . 2 - T] . 2 ' J ( I . 2 , , , u , W o (34)

asinl(<pf) sinz{(f>f) asinl(<j>o + o<p)

where drj/d^o has been omitted. Following the same definition we can get the total
transverse emittance er due to both the rf and the space-charge forces

cos{4>o
HW ^ ^ / î j ^ K

>'

( 3 6 )

where d2pr/0if>l can be calculated analytically. It is omitted here in order to limit the
complexity.



3. SW gun

Before making the coiiipnrison we first investigate the behaviour of a SW gun. We
assume that the electric field on the axis of the SW cavities is of the form as given in ref.
(C)

Ez = 0E,cos(kz).*in(u>t + <j>0) (37)

where 8=1, when 0 < z < L and 8 = 0, when z = L. Es is the maximum electric field
on the cathode surface (all the subscripts s denote SW gun). For the convenience of the
comparison, it is assumed that Ea equals to the maximum electric field .E1(O5O) of a TW
gun, and that

= <f> = u ; t - kz

If F., 3> 1 then (f>s will be frozen at its asymptotic value

4
assin(q>o + fl </>.,

The final energy gain of the SW gun is

T 1 ( k L { 4 ) + ( ( 0

Following the same process as in the previous section we have

P., = 1 + n,kz.sin(<f>o + 84>,) (39)

where 6<j>s is introduced
84, „ =6<j> = 1 9 E 7 0 - 9 (40)

where E., is in MV/cm and fxj)» is in degrees. We define that

i>0 = k / (-^r- - i)dz + 4>0 (41)

_ ( r , - i ) ) + <jj0 (42)

+ ô (43)

as(kLsw{4,i) + (cos(08/) - cas(4>,s + 2kL))) (44)

From eq. (44) we can get the energy spread of the electron bunch

Ar,/ = \a3{kLco*(4>sf)-\{sin(4>»f)-sin(<l>sf+2kL)))(\ —-f°+^ JAfo (45)

As for the transverse momentum gain due to the if and the space-charge fields in the
SW gun, we have

P " = ^T"(- < i " ' (^ / ) + V" • ,, J (46)
2 w(f)



where ?/., o<(iials to the i] in the TW gun rase. From eq. (46) the transverse momentum
dispersion can be derived as

Apr. = 4

Keeping the same definition as described in the previous section, one can calculate
the total transverse emittance f r., due to both the rf and space-charge fields

z—^cosifaf) - 7) . ' )(1 y A^0 (48)
2?r - S " J 2 ( ^ / ) fï.,."!?n2(^o + ^.9)

- f ^£f. = 0
9^

where the explicit expression of d2pra/d<f>% is omitted here also. If the rms emittances
are needed, one can replace r2, A</>0 and (A(J)n)

2 in eqs (25-26), (35-36) and (48-49) by
< r2 >, < (A(^o)2 > I / '2 and < (A^0)2 > respectively (the more accurate formulas should
be derived from eq. (24)).

In the above we have discussed the space-charge effects in both the TW gun and the
SW gun by assuming that the electrons in a bunch have a uniform distribution. Practically,
however, the electrons within a bunch usually have a Gaussian distribution. To include
these effects, we will follow the method given in ref. (6) to investigate this effect separately.
By keeping the same definitions of emittance as decribed in eq. (24), and a as in the
previous section, we have for both the TW gun and the SW gun

2 ak si 1

where gsc denotes Gaussian distribution space-charge induced emittance, IA is the Alfvén
current, A is the Gaussian electron bunch aspect ratio and A = oTja2 (r=x or y). It
should be pointed out that the main difference between eq. (50) and eq. (47) in ref. (6) is

9



that. <{>f in eq. (50) lias to be calculated from eq. (8). We know that the total emittance
f ' due to the if and the space-charge effects can he estimated by

el
r < er + e9

r
sc (52)

where f ,• stands for e,- in eq. (35) and ers in eq. (48).

4. Comparisons between the TW gun and the SW gun

With all the formulae derived above, we can make some comparisons between a TW
gun and a SW gun. Let us first compare the longitudinal motions. Assuming that both
guns have the same length and that E1, = £'t(0,0), from eqs (8), (9), (40) and (43) it is
obvious that the motions of the phase <j> are same for both the TW gun and SW gun. From
eqs (10) and (44) we know that the kinetic energy gain of the TW gun is almost twice that
of the SW gun. As for the transverse motions in both types of guns, one can compare eqs
(33) and (4G). The only difference is the extra, term in eq. (33) for the TW gun

W) (53)

The difference in the transverse motions between the TW gun and the SVV gun will
get larger and larger as the accelerating field {a) gets smaller and smaller. If 7/ >̂ 1 and
<j)j = 7f/2, at the gun exits the dr/dz of the TW gun is just half of that of the SW gun.
This is due; to the different longitudinal energy gains of the two types of if gun.

To show the differences discussed above in a way much more obvious, we give a
set of examples where a TW gun and a SW gun working under the same conditions :
E-(0,0) = Es, Lt = Lx — 7.5 cm (where Lt and L9 are the lengths of the TW gun and the
SW gun respectively) and the same electron beam parameters. Figs (1-17) demonstrate the
differences between both types of rf gun. Figs (14-15) show the emittance of the electron
beams with uniform distribution. Figs (16-17) show the emittance of the electron beams
with Gaussian distribution. In the above calculations or = 0.15 cm and cr̂  = 18°.

Figs (18-19) show the comparisons between the numerical results and analytical results
with structure length L = 10cm. Since the TW gun theory developed in this paper can not
account for the behaviours of the electrons backbombarding the cathode, In the following
some numerical calculations have been done in order to demonstrate this effect. Figs (22-
25) describe the behaviours of the outgoing electrons and the backbombarding electrons.
In Fig. (25), since the trajectories of the electrons emitted from c\) > 0 to ^0 < 90° are
parallel to that of 4>o = 90° as in the case of <j>o = 110°, they are all omitted from this
picture. Compared with the SW gun'2', it is obvious that if a thermionic cathode is to be
used, the backbombardment effect is less serious for the TW gun.

The comparisons made above are all concentrated on the electron beam dynamics. The
comparison, -however, should be made from the point of view of rf technology and other
relevant aspects. Let us start with the comparison between the problems of a waveguide
coupled to a single standing wave cavity and to a coupler cavity of a travelling wave
structure. The difference between the two cases lies on the fact that the power lost in a

10



single standing wave cavity is only the power dissipation Po on the cavity wall, however, the
])owrr lost in a coupler of a travelling wave structure is the sum of the power Po dissipated
on the COU])I(U' cavity wall and the power P/ propagating out of the coupler cavity into
the adjacent structures. The coupling coefficient ft of a waveguide single cavity can be
expressed by the following analytical formula'8'

9nb(K(r0) - Z(C0))* j - a

I H SJI\ k*n I I it /1 f * Jj •

~T7"n . n (^4)4. 2 f 2 I 12 r> i 31 & -6

where H\ is the magnetic field in the center of the coupling aperture before it is opened, PQ
is the power dissipated on the cavity wall, Pr is the average power taken by the electron
beams during one if period (P, oc bea;:i current, and duty factor also), and the other
parameters which describe the dimensions of coupling aperture and waveguide have been
explained in ref. (8). In this paper we will give the analytical formula of ftt corresponding
to a waveguide-travelling wave structure coupling system, which shows itself as follows :

ftt = * 2 z o*o r ""M«- 2 ° ' * ?
9ab(K(cQ)-E(rn))

2 P0

- 2 " " ' H j

where

(55)

P, = TV9 (56)
L

and U is the energy stored in the coupler and L is the length of the coupler cavity (U/L
can be calculated by Superfish), and V3 is the group velocity corresponding to the trav-
elling wave structure. Vg can be calculated from analytical formulas if the dimensions of
the travelling wave structure and the coupling aperture (electrical coupling or magnetic
coupling) are given'9'. From eq. (54) one knows that if Pe is around the order of PQ the
coupling coefficient ft will change with the variation of the electron beam current, and so
does the input, power. If one wants to accelerate very high electron beam with Pe 3> PQ
(that is to say that coupling coefficient without beam fto >̂ 1), there will be large energy
spread at, the head and the tail of each rf macropulse due to the transcent beam loading
(changing ft) effects, and therefore it makes the usable macropulse shoiter. In contrast,
in the case of a travelling wave structure if Pt + PQ ~^> Pr, the beam leading effect to the
roii])ling coefficient, ftt can be ignored, and the ft, can be chosen to be unity permitting
the maximum coupling between the waveguide and the travelling wave structure without
having the same problem as in the SW gun. What, should be mentioned, finally, is that SW
gun is a resonant device, and usually one has to make trade of between the high quality

11



factor of the cavity and its band width which permits the gun really to work. In case of
TW gun the- pass band of the accelerating mode is much wider, and the restriction to the
resonance is less strict, that is to say the TW gun is less sensitive to the beam loading
effect than a SW gun, especially when high average beam currents are to be accelerated.

5. Discussions

The formulas derived in section 2 can be modified to study the cases of 1) the phase
velocity of the structure is less than c, and 2) the effects of the different space harmonics.

In this paper we have assumed that in a TW gun, Ez(Q,z) keeps constant except for
at the exit. The effects of higher space harmonics, however, can be introdxiced by chosing
E^(O, a) with other distributions ; for expample, at the cathode region with dEz(0,z)/dz
chosen properly to improve the beam transverse properties as that has been done in ref.
(10). As for this problem it needs further investigation. Numerical simulations on the
beam transverse einittance growth are also waiting to be done in the near future.

As far as a practical travelling-wave accelerating structure design is concerned, we
have many choices, such as forward-wave or backward-wave structures, monoperiodic or
multiperiodic structures, constant gradient or constant impedance structues, and these
structures can work on different modes such as 7r/4, TT/2, and 37r/4 modes etc. As a simple
example of a forward-wave TVV gun, a biperiodic. forward-wave TW structure working on
7r/2 mode is shown in Fig. (2G), which produces the electric field distribution approaching
the pure fundamental space harmonic. In this TW gun, however, the electromagnetic
fields near the cathode is quite perturbed by the large coupling aperture on the wall of
the coupler cavity. In order to avoid this problem a backward-wave TW gun structure
is suggested as shown in Fig. 27'"' where the phot.ocathode is inside the travelling wave
structure, and the perturbations caused by the coupling holes are symmetric.

6. Conclusions

In this paper the performance of a travelling-wave if gun has been theoretically in-
vestigated. From the comparisons made between TW gun and SW gun, it is easy to see
that the difference between a TW gun and a SW gun is not drastic from the point of
view of beam dynamics, and it should not be the main reason to introduce TW gun as a
conterpart to SW gun. What is important for the conclusion is that 1) a TW gun works,
and 2) TW gun is a suitable candidate for the high current and high duty factor electron
beam injector (source).
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Figure Captions

Fig. (1) TW gun and SW gun: Asymptotic phase vs initial phase.

Fig. (2) TW gun: Energy gain vs initial phase.

Fig. (3) SW gun: Energy gain vs initial phase.

Fig. (4) TW gun: Energy gain vs distance z.

Fig. (5) SW gun: Energy gai vs distance z.

Fig. (6) TW gun: Energy spread vs initial phase.

Fig. (7) SW gun: Energy spread vs initial phase.

Fig. (8) TW gun: Relative energy spread vs initial phase.

Fig. (9) SW gun: Relative energy spread vs initial phase.

Fig. (10) TW gun: Normalized transverse momentum vs initial phase.

Fig. (11) SW gun: Normalized transverse momentum vs initial phase.

Fig. (12) TWgun: Transverse emittance vs initial phase.

Fig. ( 13) SW gun: Transverse emittancc vs initial phase.

Fig. (14) TWgun: Transverse emittance vs initial phase.

Fig. (15) SW gun: Transverse emittance vs initial phase.

Fig. (IG) TWgun: Transverse emittance vs initial phase.

Fig. (17) SW gun: Transverse emittance vs initial phase.

Fig. (18) TW gun: Comparison between the numerical results and the theoretical results.

Fig. (19) TW gun: Comparison between the numerical results and the theoretical results.

Fig. (20) TW gun: <f> vs distance z.

Fig. (21) TW gun: Ez(0,z) and /J* vs distance z.

Fig. (22) TW gun: 4>f vs initial phase.

Fig. (23) TW gun: Energy vs initial injection phase.

Fig. (24) TW gun: Eneigy vs final phase.

Fig. (25) TWgun: Space-time picture.

Fig. (2G) TW gun: A biperiodic TW gun structure woring on ?r/2 mode.

Fig. (27) TW gun: The backward travelling wave if gun.
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Fig. 1 TW gun and SW gun: Asymptotic phase vs initial phase
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Fig. 2 TW gun: Energy gain vs initial phase
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Fig. 3 SW gun: Energy gain vs initial phase
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Fig. 6 TW gun: Energy spread vs initial phase
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Fig. 7 SW gun: Energy spread vs initial phase
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Fig. 8 TW gun: Relative energy spread vs initial phase
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Fig. 12 TW gun: Transverse emittance vs initial phase
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